
“Comfort mushroom” sounds  
a bit strange, so just say:

“Yes”.
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Benefits for fabricators:
 Makes assembly simple and precise with 

its infinitely variable height adjustment
 Automatically compensates for clearance 

tolerances, which means it can reduce 
adjustment work considerably both during 
production and assembly on site

 Prevents costly and time-consuming 
 complaints

 The compression adjustment of the com-
fort mushroom also has an effect on the 
individual adaptation to tolerances

 Also used in the PORTAL and KFV ranges

Benefits for users:
 Ensures smooth and faultless opening, 

 tilting and closing of windows
 Automatic alignment for changing condi-

tions, for example temperature fluctuations
 Guarantees a durable locking system that 

is optimally adjusted at all times
 Ensures individual adaptation to tolerances

Minor detail,  
major effect.

COMFORT MUSHROOM CAM WITH INTEGRATED HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

The TITAN comfort mushroom cam demonstrates the fact that huge progress can be made 
on a small scale, incorporating enormous advantages in a tiny space for manufacturers as 
well as end-users.
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The TITAN family’s intelligent system concept 
opens up new potential in terms of both 
fabrication and logistics.

Benefits for fabricators:
 Effective system design for general use of 

the comfort mushroom cam as a locking 
bolt

 Only a few extension components are 
required to transform a basic security level  
window into any intruder resistance level 1  
(‘RC1’) or intruder resistance level 2 
(‘RC2’) window; these components no 
longer need to be cropped

 A minimal number of components ensures 
lower storage costs

 We also develop solutions beyond 
 intruder resistance level 2 (‘RC2’) with  
our customers

 Guarantees RC classes in accordance 
with DIN EN 1627 ff. by ensuring com-
pliance with the licensing agreements 
regarding the relevant hardware confi-
gurations and installation specifications 
via our system security manuals for  
timber and PVC windows

1 POINT

BASIC SECURIT Y

3 POINT

BASIC SECURIT Y

INTRUDER RESISTANCE 

LEVEL 1 ( ‘RC1’)

INTRUDER RESISTANCE 

LEVEL 2 ( ‘RC2’)

System versions:  
Basic security to RC2.
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